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Abstract 

Different methods have been already proposed in order to find load frequencies 
of service loads, and only peaks or ranges are given main attention in most of 
them. From the standpoint of fatigue, however, service loads should be analyzed 
in consideration not only of their peaks or ranges but also of their means. 

There is proposed in this paper the full wave count method which analyzes a 
service load-time history into individual proper full wave with a corresponding mean 
value. There is also discussed how to carry out a program fatigue test according 
to the count result for the fatigue life estimation. 

1. Introduction 

37 

Various count methods have been proposed up to the present in order to find 

load frequency distribution of service load'>, but their analytical results do not always 

coincide with one another. Consequently it is an important subject how to analyze 

service loads and then replace the count results into proper program loads. Each 

count method proposed in the past is thought to have its peculiar characteristics, 

and therefore has its applicable propriety according to circumstances. When only 

stress peaks or ranges are given attention, the fatigue lives are apt to be estimated 

shorter or longer, respectively, which is considered in part due to the lack of 

thought about mean stresses. In investigating the effects of service loads on the 

fatigue properties, not only stress peaks or ranges but also mean stresses have thus 

to be considered2>. So the authors propose in this paper the full wave count method 

and also discuss how to carry out program fatigue tests for life estimation according 

to the load frequencies obtained from the original service loads. 
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Fig. 1. An example of service load-time history. 

In this report the service load means a quite irregularly varying load as shown 

in Fig. 1. In the case of varying loads with some regularity as shown in Fig. 2, 

they had better be treated in other way as the occasion may demand. 

(a) (e) 

Time 
Fig. 2. Examples of varying loads with some regularity. 

2. Load count methods proposed in the past 

As there have been some previous general remarks1h 31 • 41 , the details are en

trusted to them. Here follow the classification and simple discussion according to 

the authors. 

2. 1 Classification of load count methods in the past 

(1) Such methods as take only stress peaks into account 

(a) The peak count method31 • 51 • 

(b) The mean crossing maximum peak count method5>. 

The P 30- or P 100- method 61 is involved in this item. 

(c) The all peaks count method2>, 5>, 

(d) The peak-pair count method71 • 

(2) Such a method as takes only stress ranges into account 

The range count method31 • 
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(3) Such methods as take both peaks and ranges into account 

(a) The range-mean count method5>. 

(b) The half wave method8>. 

(4) Methods for counting peaks or ranges 

(a) The level crossings count method5>. 

(b) The range-pair count method4>• 9>. 

(c) The fatigue-meter count method5>. 

(5) Others 

(a) The hereditary method10>. 

(b) The Main-Kloss' method11>. 

(c) The R. M. S. (or Fralich's) method12>. 

2. 2 Comparison and discussion of load count methods already proposed 

No methods in the past can be said sufficient from the viewpoint of reappe

arance of the original wave. Therefore, it may be advisable to use a suitable one 

according to one's discretion. Here follow a brief comparison and discussion. 

In the peak or all peaks count method, no information can be acquired on 

the difference between adjacent two peaks. The service load wave usually has dispersion 

not orily of stress peak but also of individual mean stress, so that it is impossible in 

this case to restore the original service load wave by using the count result131 • 

If the program test will be carried out on the basis of the load frequency distribution 

acquired by this count method, a shorter fatigue life may be given. 

In the range count method, the longer fatigue life will be estimated because each 

absolute level of load is left out of consideration. The more irregularity the original 

wave has, the stronger trend like this may appear, which means an unsafe estimation 

of the fatigue life. This is also shown by Kowalewski141 • Further the analytical 

result by the range or range-mean count method is often affected by a small vari

ation in stress, the omission of which will increase the number of counts of larger 
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Fig. 3. Difference of count results between the omission and non-omission 
of a small variation in stress in the range count method. 
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T~ble 1. Analytical result by the range count method. 

Without omission of small 

variation in stress 

With omission 

Stress range 

+4 
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stress range, and will decrease the total number of counts of waves as shown in Fig. 

3 and in Table 1. 

Consequently, the count result in the case of omitting such small variations m 

stress cannot be acquired only by subtracting that of only small variations from that 

with no omission, which implies that ground swells of waves are left out of consideration. 

From the standpoint of fatigue, the load count should be made both without oversight 

of such ground swells of waves, and with omitting small variations in stress as invalid 

amplitudes. However, a case has to be considered where even small variations in 

stress may act as strengthening amplitudes, especially in the case of many superposed 

small waves15>. 

As for the range-pair count method, when the count is made of a certain range-

pair larger than rp, ranges smaller than rp will be neglected. If the count result of 

range-pairs smaller than rp is subtracted from that of all range-pairs, that of range-

pairs larger than rp can be given. Small amplitudes are thus able to be omitted at 

will in the range-pair count method, where this method is superior to the range 

count method. But in this method the individual mean stress is not taken into ac• 

count. Hence, two wave components with different mean stresses will give the same 

count result as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Time 
Fig. 4. Two stress waves with the same st.ress· amplitude but with 

different mean stress. 
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3. The full wave count method 

3. 1 Fundamental idea of the full wave count method 

Let's suppose a stress-time history as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Peaks are named in 

order as 111, 112 , 113 and 11 4, respectively, where the magnitude is set 114 <112 <111 <113• 

Fig. 5. Fundamental idea of the full wave count method. A stress-time history in Fig. 
(a) can be analyzed into two full waves with mean stresses in Fig. (d). 

The minimum stress range between the adjacent two peaks is first detected and taken 

out. In this case, the hatched part in the figure is separated as a full wave, both with 

a mean stress of 11m1 = (111 +11 2)/2 and with a stress amplitude of 11a1 = (11 1 -112)/2. 

Namely, the original wave is analyzed into two waves in Fig. 5 Ch). Then the right 

wave in Fig. 5 Ch) is assumed to be equivalent to that in Fig. 5 Cc), which is also 

considered equivalent to the right hatched wave in Fig. 5 Cd) both with a mean of 

11m2 = (113 +114)/2 and with an amplitude of 110 2 = (t13 -114)/2. The original wave in 

Fig. 5 Ca) is thus analyzed into two full waves in Fig. 5 Cd). Although the right 

wave in Fig. 5 Ch) has the corresponding horizontal part of stress due to separating 

the left small full wave, it may be regarded as that in Fig. 5 Cc), since this repla

cement is thought to have little influence. This has been actually confirmed by the 

experiments concerned with the effect of pause of loading on the fatigue strength 16>. 

The full wave count method is called, as mentioned above, the method to find 

out a three-dimensional load frequency distribution of a service load with respect to 

mean, amplitude and number of occurrences. 

3. 2 Procedure for analysis of service load by the full wave count method 

The concrete analytical procedure of a service load is as follows. Fig. 6 Ca) 

shows an example of a service load-time history. Each peak is named in order as 

shown in the figure. The magnitude is made, for simplicity, an integer times as 

large as a divisional width, .:111. In the first stage, the smallest disparity of stress 

between adjacent two peaks is detected and then separated as a full wave. In the 

figure, the smallest disparity of stress, l-L111, can be found between the following 

adjacent two peaks ; namely, Cl and 2), C11 and 12) and (20 and 21). When wave 
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Fig. 6. The concrete analytical procedure by the full wave count method. 

24 

components of this stress range are separated from the original wave as full waves 

indicated in the hatched part in Fig. 6 Ca), the adjacent two peaks of Cl and 2), 

of Cll and 12) and of C20 and 21) will be thought to make full waves both with 

an amplitude of Ja/2 and with means of Ja/2, C-3/2)·/Ja and C3/2)•Ja, respectively. 

Full waves with a stress range of 2·/Ja are then separated in a similar way, and the 

remaining stress waves are shown in Fig. 6 Cb). In other words, the original wave 

in Fig. 6 Ca) is analyzed into separated full waves and corresponding residual waves 

as shown in Fig. 6 Cb). 

Quite similarly, full waves with a stress range of 3·/Ja are designated in the 

hatched part in Fig. 6 Cb), and the remaining waves, after excluding these full 

waves, are shown in Fig. 6 Cc). Full waves with a stress range of 5-Ja and 7-Ja 

are taken out as indicated in Figs. 6 Cd) and Ce), respectively. Thus the original wave 

is discomposed into full waves with means. Table 2 gives the result of the freque

ncy distribution of the separated full wave. A programing of loads is then made 

according to it, which will be referred to later. 

There can be observed two kinds of separated full waves. One is the full wave 

being loaded from the positive side, and the other from the negative side. In this 

report, however, no difference between them is taken into account, which means no 

consideration about Bowshinger's effect. 

It is evident from the above-stated analytical procedure that there arises no 
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Table 2. Count result by the full wave count method. 

Mean stress [Ml 
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diversity of a count result in the full wave count method, since full waves are taken 

out in order one by one from the smallest amplitude to the largest one. Furthei;

such drawback is excluded in this method as mean stresses are not considered in 

the range-pair count method (see Fig. 4.). Finally this method is thought to be 

rational for the counting of the service load. 

4. Programing procedures for fatigue life estimation on the 

basis of the count results of service loads 

Analytical results by the full wave count method will be, for example as shown 

Fig. 7, An example of the three-dimensional load frequency distribution 
acquired by the full wave count method. 

in Fig. 7, a three-dimensional frequency distribution with respect to mean, amplitude 

and number of occurrences. The figure is described for simplicity only in the case 
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of positive mean stresses. Two-dimensional frequency curves are indicated in Fig. 

8 as parameters of mean stresses in Fig. 7. 

0 Number of occurrences, 'I\ 

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional representation of load frequency 
distribution as a parameter of each level of mean 
stress, a mi• 

Two procedures can be considered m carrying out a program fatigue test acco

rding to those load frequency distributions. One is the method where mean stresses 

are varied as they are, and the other where each wave with a mean is replaced into 

the corresponding equivalent, but completely reversed. The former will be considered 

more"4,esirable since the latter will require some assumptions. It may be, however, 

very difficult to vary simultaneously both means and amplitudes in a program test, 

so they will be carried out in practice according to such frequency curves as shown 

in Fig. 8 by considering proper mean levels am; (i = 1, 2, 3, ··· ). With consideration 

about the idea of the full wave count method, the positive and negative cummulative 

_____ Total number of ----;.! 
full 

b curve 

Fig. 9. Programing procedure for full waves with the same mean stress of a,,.;. 

frequency curves will be said to be completely symmetrical for each mean level as 

shown in Fig. 9. It will be also said that this corresponds to the case where the full 

waves with the same mean value are arranged orderly from the maximum amplitude 

to the smallest one. 

Fig. 10 gives an example where each mean level goes downwards, and practical 

program tests have only to be carried out according to the way in the figure. 

The example in the figure shows a case of both means and amplitudes decreasing 
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Fig. 10. An example of practical procedure for program test. (In the 

case of gradually decreasing mean stress level) 

gradually, but there may be many cases about the loading sequence. Fig. 10 corre

sponds to the case of beginning the loading from the maximum level of mean, but 

it may be better said to begin the loading from an intermediate level of mean in a 

Mean stress 

Om4 

n 

Fig. 11. An example of practical procedure for program test. (In the 
case of the order of mean stress level being Lo)'Hi'\,Lo.) 

Mean stress 

Om, 
b 

n 

whole) 

OmCHl 
CYmi 

Fig. 12. An example of practical procedure for program test. 
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practical test. Problems on initial mean stress are associated with those on initial 

stress. When the initial mean stress is considerably high, there will appear the 

effect of cyclic prestressing, and when fairly low, the coaxing effect will appear. In 

order to exclude these effects it will be useful to start loading from an intermediate 

level of mean. For example, one way is to choose a nearly equal level of mean to 

the value of mean as a whole of the original service wave. Furthermore, various 

cases may by considered about the formation' of program cycles. Figs. 11 and 12 

give examples of programing according to analytical results by the full wave count 

method. In all events, it is necessary that moderate programing methods are decided 

on the basis of Fig. 10 by paying deliberate attention to loading sequences, number 

of cycles per a program period, namely, block size and so forth. 

In all cases mentioned above, the fall of stress arises when a mean level is 

Time t 

Fig. 13. Explanatory figure for step-like approximation of mean stress. 

made to vary into another one, which will be thought due to a step-like approximation 

of mean stress, as shown, for example, in Fig. 13 with bold lines. The accumulation 

of the bold lines in the original wave will correspound to such a fall of stress. 

Further it will not always be easy in a practical program test to vary stress 

amplitude smoothly as stated until now. Consequently the replacement into a stair

case load had better be applied as indicated in Fig. 14. 

Cumulative frequency 

b curve 

Fig. 14. Replacement into staircase load. 

The above-stated cases correspond to those where amplitudes vary at a certain 

level of mean. However, the cases may also be naturally considered where means 
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vary for a same stage of amplitude on account of a three-dimensional load frequency 

by the full wave count method, an example of which is shown in Fig. 15. 

b 

m 
_____ One program ____ ,.. 

cycle, no•l:nl 

Fig. 15. An example of practical procedure for program test. (In the 
case of a parameter of stress amplitude.) 

5. Comparison of the full wave count method with others 

Count results by the full wave count method can be compared with those of 

others by replacing each full wave with an individual mean into an equivalent com

pletely reversed wave under some assumptions. It is good in this replacement to 

apply a method such as modified Goodman's law or Gerber's diagram over the stress 

range above the fatigue limit. Thus, by applying proper modified fatigue limit 

diagrams, the three-dimensional frequency distribution is then converted into a 

two-dimensional one with respect to equivalent reversed stresses and number of 

occurrences ; and the effect of each mean stress will come to be appreciated. 
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Fig. 16. An example of service load-time history. In the wave the mean stress as 
a whole equals zero, and the value of N0/Np is nearly 0. 93.) 

Now consider the service load wave shown in Fig. 16. The number both of the 

positive peaks and of the negative ones was made thirty respectively. For simplicity, 

each peak value was made an integer times as large as the divisional width. The 
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Table 3. Count result by the all peaks count ■ethod, 

Stress peak [61t] -•r of Cumulative nuri>er 
Occurrences of occurrences 

5 1 .5 1.5 

4 4.5 6 

3 6 12 

2 8 20 

1 7 .5 27 .5 

0 1 28.5 

-1 1 29.5 

-2 0.5 30 

Table S, Count result by the range-pair count method. 

Stress Number of Cumulative nuntier 

amplitude [611] occurrences of occurrences 

5 l l 

4.5 2 3 

4 l 4 

3.5 3 7 

3 3 10 

2.5 2 12 

2 3 15 

1.5 6 21 

l 8 29 

0.5 1 30 

Table 4. Cotmt result by the range count method. 

Stress Number of Cumu latt ve number 
amp 1i tude [A<1] occurrences of occurrences 

5 - -
4.5 l l 

4 - l 

3.5 3 4 

3 2.5 6.5 

2.5 7 13.5 

2 5.5 19 

1.5 5.5 24.5 

l 5 29.5 

0.5 0.5 30 

Table 6. Frequency of the equivalent reversed stress acquired 
from the count result by the full wave count method. 

Equiv a lent reversed Number of Cumulative nunt>er 

stress Cl'eq [611] occurrences of occurrences 

5 1 1 

4.8 2 3 

4 1 4 

3.7 3 7 

3.5 1 8 

3 2 10 

2.5 3 13 

2 3 16 

1.5 5 21 

1 8 29 

0.5 1 30 

algebraic mean of all positive and negative peaks becomes nearly zero. Tables 3, 4 

and 5 indicate the analytical results by the all peaks count method, by the range 

count method and by the range-pair count method, respectively. The results, both 

by the all peaks count method and by the range count method, are shown there by 

the average number of occurrences between each positive and negative peak or range 

with the same absolute value. This is because frequencies both of positive and of 

negative peaks or ranges are not always symmetrical above and below the mean as 

a whole on account of a little distortion of the original wave. For this reason, there 

are soine cases where the number of occurrences becomes one half. Table 6 indicates 

the frequency distribution of the equivalent reversed stress <Jeq acquired by applying 

modified Goodman's diagrams in Fig. 18 described from the supposed S-N diagram 

in Fig. 17 to the count result by the full wave count method. 

Fig. 19 gives the cumulative frequency curves described according to the data in 
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Fig. 17. Supposed S-N diagram. (The strengths are assumed as follows : 

aB=6·4a, aw=2. 5·4a) 
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Mean stress, O'm ( LI O') 

Fig. 18. Modified Goodman diagrams. 

Fig. 19. Difference among cumulative frequency· curves according to various count 
methods. (In the case of a service load wave with N 0/Np ~ 0. 93.) 
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Tables 3~6. As shown clearly in the figure, the all peakes count method gives the 

most severe estimation of fatigue life, while the range count method gives the 

mildest estimation. The range-pair count method is found to estimate fatigue life 

longer than the full wave count method because it does not consider any individual 

mean stress. In the service load wave in Fig. 16 the value of N0/Np which repre

sents the extent of the irregularity of the wave is almost equal to 0. 93, and so this 

wave is regarded as a fairly reversed one. Here Np represents the total number of 

positive peaks, and N 0 does the number of occurrences where the wave intersects 

the zero level with the positive gradiant (da/dt > 0). The cumulative frequency 

curve by the full wave count method lies between those by the all peaks and range 

count method, which will imply that the full wave count method is suitable for 

counting of service load. 

The difference between the full wave and range-pair count method is not per

ceived very clearly in this example, which is due to the little irregularity of the wave. 

If the wave has a smaller value of N0 /Np, that is, if the wave becomes more irregular, 

the difference between the two will appear more clearly, because the effects of 

mean stresses come out distinctly. Moreover as observed in Fig. 18, the cumulative 

frequency curve by the full wave count method is closer to that by the all peaks 

count method than that by the range-pair count method. This means that the full 

wave count method is superior to the range-pair count method if the consideration 

is taken of Kowalewski's report14
> that fatigue lives evaluated from the analytical results 

by the peak count method did not change so much, irrespective of the extent of 

irregularity of the wave and were about one half of those obtained under actual 

random fatigue tests. 

6. Conclusions 

In order to obtain fatigue strengths or lives under service loads, it is said 

desirable to perform suitable program fatigue tests according to analyzed load fre

quency curves. For this purpose, it is very important how to find out the load 

frequency distributions of service loads. Various count methods already proposed 

have their peculiar characterisitcs, but they cannot be regarded as sufficient because 

of their lack of consideration about mean stresses. 

The authors proposed, therefore, the full wave count method which analyzed a 

service load wave into an individual proper full wave with a corresponding mean 

and amplitude. The new method proved to be very practical for the counting of 

service load. 

The authors also discussed how. to carry out a program fatigue test for life esti

mation according to the load frequency distribution found out by the full wave count 
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method. More precise evaluation may be made of fatigue strength or life under the 

service load by this programing method. 
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